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Nordost Sort Kone, Füt, and
Lift system components
by Alan Sircom

W

e’ve often discussed Nordost in
terms of a complete, systemic, and
systematic approach to audio, but that
message sometimes gets lost against
the company’s complete, systemic,
and systematic approach to cables and power. In fact, the
operative word is ‘complete’; ideally, every aspect of the
system is taken under the Nordost wing. Put simply, the
‘Sort’ line is the company’s way of addressing what the cables
and power products do to the system on the inside to the
mechanical parts of the system on the outside, and with the
addition of the Sort Lift, this whole process is complete.
We’ve touched upon the Sort Kones before (way back
in Issue 73), when Chris Thomas looked at the four different
flavours of Sort Kone. These are – in ascending order of
price – all aluminium (AS), aluminium with
ceramic ball (AC), bronze and ceramic
(BC), and Titanium with ceramic
(TC). All act as a vibration drain,
with a mechanical diode effect
to prevent external vibration
from travelling up through the
Sort Kones. You need at least
three per device, and they are
strategically placed on the
underside of devices (beneath
the transformer, power supply, or
CD player are three of the most
important aspects). You can –
and, in many cases, should – use
the feet in different permutations
(AS often sounds best used on
its own, but a lone AC with a
pair of BC models often sounds
better than a trio of BC), and in
some respects simply ‘going
for it’ with the most expensive TC
Kones will not necessarily return a better
sound unless the equipment that sits upon
them is up for the challenge. Admittedly, the price
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of three or more TC cones makes them self-selecting in terms
of equipment they are likely used with, but if the TC represents
icing on the Sort Kones cake, the quality of equipment
recommended means it needs to be really damn good cake!
Unlike the Kones, there is only one Füt option, with a
series of threads designed to fit the Füt with the widest range
of speakers and racks. Once again, the idea is effectively a
vibrational mechanical diode, but this time the Füt’s aluminium
and bronze case is met with a trio of ceramic balls (in place
of the single ceramic ball used in each Sort Kone), raising the
height of the loudspeaker by about 70mm in the process.
Absolutely precise levelling and positioning is a must here, and
the premium pack comes with (literally) laser-guided precision,
thanks to a laser measurement system. There are optional
Kups for those who prefer not to scratch a floor and Locks to
ensure the Füts (Fëët?) don’t drift. As a gift to
the writer, if you are guilty of either not
getting the speakers precisely level,
or don’t lock the Füt down enough
to prevent them drifting even
slightly out of true, the most
obvious effect is in the temporal
domain, which means George
Michael wasn’t lying after all…
guilty Füt have got no rhythm!
Now, there is Sort Lift,
which applies the same ideas
to loudspeaker cables. Sort of.
It might seem obvious, but the
issue with cables – especially
Nordost cables – is they aren’t
loudspeakers or amplifiers. A
cable doesn’t weigh as much
as an amplifier sitting on a
trio of Sort Kones. An amp is
putting enough weight on each
of the support systems that they
engage appropriately, but the mass of a
short run of Nordost cable between two Sort
Lifts is not enough to use the same technology.
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“You will, in fairly short order, add more Kones
under the amplifiers and any other components,
experiencing the same improvements.”
Instead, the Sort Lift is a game of two halves: the base, and
the springs. The base is a stable, anodised, aluminium
disk, designed to inhibit any transference of electrical
charge from the floor to the cable and eliminate static
build-up on the dielectric itself. This base supports
the proprietary Floating Spring System. The Floating
Spring System uses a flexible, titanium alloy springwire, which makes up both the support wings
and tension wire supports. In both elements, the
alloy wire is coated in FEP, mirroring the design
of Nordost cables and making the supports an
extension of the cable jacket, eliminating any
electrical interference, while allowing the cables to
maintain their natural resonance properties.
The order described is the order you should upgrade
your system. Start with Sort Kones, ideally at first under a
CD player. You’ll be able to determine the inner harmonic
structure of the piece of music played with greater clarity, while
the voice will become that bit more like a real singer in the
room, and the soundstaging will stretch further than before.
This holds universally; just make sure you have the right
Kones for the system. You will, in fairly short order, add more
Kones under the amplifiers and any other components,
experiencing the same improvments in musical structure,
order, and unfatiguing listening time. This holds irrespective
of the musical genre; you could quite easily play Metallica’s
Master of Puppets album [Elektra] followed swiftly by the
most audiophile recording you have (you know you have
Jazz at the Pawnshop or Cantate Domino somewhere
in the collection, failing that... ‘Keith Don’t Go’) and the
system will give its best on both of them.
Then, it’s time to turn your attention to the
loudspeakers, assuming that 70mm height
upgrade doesn’t make them unworkable.
This is harder to compare in any kind of
A-B demonstration, because the amount
of time taken to reposition, adjust the
height, and measure the speakers into
place makes swapping them over difficult
in the extreme. Nevertheless, it’s fairly clear
the same improvements apply, and in broadly
similar levels of enhancement. I would have
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“What was cookin’ is now stale. The unSorted sound is like your system
on a bad hair day. The soundstage seems to fold in on itself.”

expected soundstage improvements and got them, but also
the level of detail on offer was improved significantly.
It’s easy to dismiss cable riser systems as so much
nonsense, but the build-up of static in a room (especially in
a carpeted room) can be considerable. Just ask anyone who
walks down a hotel corridor and then touches something
metallic with their outstretched index finger! But, in a less
extreme manner, that kind of static is undermining the potential
performance of a system, and the Sort Lifts help. Just how
great a help really depends on the system and the room; if you
have a set of short runs of White Lightning across a polished
wooden floor, the effect will not be as profound as it might when
trying to stop Valhalla 2 from acting as a lightning conductor
across a thick-pile nylon-rich carpet. But generally, be prepared
to be surprised, and natural scepticism might end in a lot of
head-scratching as the idea that something you expect to be
little more than hokum actually makes a difference.
With all these Sort components in place, the system is
really cookin’. So, it’s time to take them all away and see what
happens. Then it’s almost immediately time to put them all
back in, because taking them out was such a shock to the
system: both yours and the electronics. What was cookin’ is
now stale. The unSorted sound is like your system on a bad
hair day. The soundstage seems to fold in on itself, the natural
sense of harmonic overtones, and sense of musical structure
to the sound has weakened. It’s just not all there!
Note that it’s not really relevent to describe in specific terms
what the Sort devices are doing to each component. They are
basically making that component work a little less hard for its
corn, and as a consequence, it does a better job. and does a
better job in the context of its fellow devices in the system.
Nordost Sort Systems is as much a mantra for the
brand as the name of the line, because ‘sort systems’ is
precisely what Nordost does for a living. A system using
Nordost cables, QRT devices in the power line, and now a
full set of Sort devices under the equipment, loudspeakers,
and even the cables sorts out the sound of a system in a
sympathetic, systematic manner. Whether Sort Systems is the
start, mid-way, or the end point in your Nordost journey, these
components work, work in harmony with one another, and
combine perfectly with Nordost’s more commonly thought of
system components. Highly recommended.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
SORT KONE
Type: Resonance control cone, to sit under audio
electronics
Construction: Three-part, mechanically tuned
Options: AS – aluminum post and base combined with a
hardened steel coupling ball.
AC – aluminum post and base in combination with
an upgraded ceramic coupling ball.
BC – bronze post and base elements combined
with an upgraded ceramic coupling ball.
TC – titanium post and base in combination with an
upgraded ceramic coupling ball
Height: 56mm
Price (per Kone): £64.99 (AS), £79.99 (AC), £139.99 (BC),
£349.99 (TC)
SORT FÜT
Type: Resonance control cone, to sit under
loudspeakers
Construction: Aluminium and bronze, with three ceramic
balls per Füt
Height: 70mm
Price: £1,199.99 (pack of four, with tools) additional Füt,
£299.99
SORT LIFT
Type: Resonance control for loudspeaker cables
Construction: Aluminium base, titanium alloy/FEP springs
Height: 84mm (raises cable 24mm from floor), base
100mm
Price: £474.99 (pack of two)
Manufactured by: Nordost
URL: www.nordost.com
Distributed in the UK by: Atacama Audio
URL: www.nordost-cables.co.uk
UK tel: +44 (0)1455 283251
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